pursuers A,, '., A, and one player evader B who move in turn along the edges of G are considered.
The p pursuers A,, .'., A, want to catch B who tries to escape. R. showing that if G is a graph with a given genus k. then 3 + 2k pursuers are enough t; "arrest" the evader B.
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I. DEFINITIONS
All the graphs considered throughout this section are nonoriented finite graphs. Loops and parallel edges are excluded.
A homomorphism from a graph G = (X, E) to a graph H = (Y, F) is a function f from X to Y which transforms any pair of adjacent vertices of G into a pair of adjacent or identical vertices of H. If H is the subgraph of G induced by Y c X, and if f is such that
f is also called a retraction from G to H. We denote by I, the graph elementary path with length n E N: 
II. PURSUIT GAMES PLAYED ON A GRAPH
Let us consider p players pursuers A, ,..., A, (p > 1) and one player evader B who move in turn (or eventually stay at the same place) along the edges of a given graph G = (X, E). We can define a discrete perfect information game .I(G,p) by supposing that Al,..., A, form a coalition and want to catch B who tries to escape. (We set V(G,p) = 0 if this coalition has a winning strategy, and V(G,p) = 1 otherwise.) We know that THEOREM * [4, 3] .
V(G, 1) = 0 tf and only tf there exists x,, E X, n E N, and a homomorphism f from G @ I,, to G such that Vx E X, f (x, n) =x, f(x, 0) = x0. Proof of Lemma 1. We may assume that G is the complete graph K, or the complete bipartite graph K,,, (because of Kuratowski's Theorem). If G is for instance K, (same reasoning if G is K,,,), we set X = (a, b, c, d, e) and we suppose that our lemma is wrong. Then, if u is a triangle in G, we call C, the connected component of S, -r(u) which is such that Xn C, = 0. (Obviously C, exists and defines a region for our imbedding of G in S,.) We produce a contradiction by considering the three triangles u, a', u" which contain the edge [a, b] and the three associated regions C,, C,, , C,,, which contain r( [a, b]) in their boundary. LEMMA 2. If T is a closed continuous path drawn on a surface S, (k > 0), and if S, -T is still a connected topological space, then T is not null-homotopic in S,.
See for instance [5] .
We proceed now by induction on k in order to prove Theorem 1. (The case k = 0 is the result of Aigner and Fromme mentioned above.) Note that G is 2-cell embedded in S, (k > 0). We can choose an elementary cycle r in G such that r(T) is not null-homotopic in S,, and with minimal length. That restriction on the length of r implies that r does not admit any chord, and that if a and b are two vertices on r, their distance in the subgraph G, induced by the vertices of r from G is equal to their distance in G. (What we use here is the following fact: Let R i, R,, R, be three Jordan curves drawn on the orientable surface S, of genus k > 0, disjoint except for the endpoints. If two of the closed curves Ri U Rj are null-homotopic, then so is the third.) Setting length of r= n (n > 3), we may consider a, a', b on r such that a and a' are identical if n is even, and are adjcent if n is odd;
This may be split into paths r' and P as in the diagram n even a FIGURE 2
There exist two retractions h' and h", respectively, from G to G,, and from G to G,,, (see [2] ) and we call h'(B) (h"(B)) the imaginary evader whose position is h'(x) (h"(x)) when B's position is x E X. Then the 3 + 2k pursuers A,,...,A,+2k can manage to win the game J(G, 3 + 2k) as follows: A, and A, go catching h'(B) and h"(B) on r' and r", and once they do it, they keep following h'(B) and h"(B) in all their moves on r' and P'. The subgraph G,-r of G is with genus less than k (it can't be 2-cell imbedded in S,, since otherwise r(r) would be contained in a 2-cell for this imbedding and I' would be null-homotopic in S,). Thus B must keep moving in some connected component G' of G,-, and we can say (induction hypothesis) that A 3 ,..., A, + Zk are able to go in G' and to catch B in G'. This completes the proof.
N.B. The result of this paper was conjectured in [ 11, and has been recently found independently by M. Fromme (see his Master Thesis at the free University of Berlin). (Communication from the referee.) It must also be mentioned that the question of whether there exist graphs of genus k for which 2k + 3 pursuers are necessary in order to catch the evader is still open for k > 0.
